June 2nd 2021
Office of the Independent Planning Commission NSW
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Re: Roseville College Sport and Wellbeing Centre - SSD 9912
Dear Commissioners
We are writing to object to the proposed development at Roseville College and believe there are
several reasons why this application should be rejected. We also believe that the several of the
documents, including plans, elevations, rendered views and Heritage Impact Statement that the
applicant has supplied the IPC are inaccurate and misleading
Our house is located directly opposite 37 Bancroft Ave, the house the school proposes demolishing.
Our objections to the Sport and Wellbeing Centre development are as follows:

1. Demolition of 37 Bancroft Ave Roseville
37 Bancroft is Zoned R2 Residential and is included in the Clanville Conservation Area, it is subject
to Ku-Ring-Gai council Height of Buildings and Allowable Floor Space Ratio regulations that the
proposed development contravenes.
The Applicant (Roseville College) has previously demolished the houses originally standing on #35
and #33 Bancroft and because #27, #29 and #31 are not protected by any heritage listing it is
inevitable that they too will be lost in the future.
The Applicant's own Heritage Impact Statement (by GBA Heritage) acknowledges #37 is worthy of
preservation:
“Despite its alterations and additions over time and its presentation as a restrained bungalow, the

dwelling does still retain some characteristic features of the style and overall architectural
composition. These include the timber box frame and decorative leaded windows, roughcast render
to the entry gable, the double timber posts to the verandah with brackets to the entry gable,
rendered chimney and the terracotta finials.”
Allowing the Applicant, by way of an SSD, to demolish this building rather than make an adaptative
re-use of it sets a threatening precedent for both surrounding owners and the wider community. It's
unjust to residents and at odds with both State and local government's commitments to preserving
the built environment.
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Bancroft Ave provides a valuable example of Australia's early 1900s heritage architecture and
deserves to be preserved.

2. Inappropriate Size and Design
The proposed building is of a bulk, form and height that will dominate the streetscape and tower
over 39 Bancroft Ave (to its east). With an extensive area of "aluminium framed glazing" on the
facade facing Bancroft Ave and elevated Tennis courts it will introduce a new architectural element
not in sympathy with the low scale heritage dwellings adjacent and opposite. This will have
detrimental effects on both the heritage significance of the immediate neighbourhood and on the
Roseville area as a whole.
Bancroft Avenue, like most suburban streets, is typically house – gap – house. The Sports and
Wellbeing centre spreads across 4 house blocks without any breaks or features to soften its impact.

3. Applicant's documents are inaccurate.
The Conditions of Consent for SSD-9912 include the following clause:
Operational Noise – Outdoor Rooftop Sports Courts
•

B21. Prior to the commencement of construction, the Applicant must submit evidence to the
Certifier that the acoustic shielding of the outdoor rooftop sports courts,
recommended in Roseville College SWELL Centre Development Application Acoustic
Assessment 29-37 Bancroft Avenue, Roseville, NSW prepared by Acoustic Dynamics and
dated 2 November 2020 (Revision 3) has been incorporated into the design to ensure
the development will not exceed the PNTLs.

Clause 6.2 (Rooftop Sports Area) of the referenced document specifies the required acoustic
shielding in detail and includes the following:

Acoustic Dynamics advises that proposed barriers (as shown within the mark-up in Appendix A) will
provide adequate shielding to the adjacent receivers and should be constructed to the following
specifications:
1. A 2 metre high noise barrier with 1 metre high cantilevered canopy (or 3 metre high noise
barrier) should be constructed along the northern and north-western boundary (to Bancroft
Avenue) and the eastern boundary adjacent to the covered area (to 39 Bancroft Avenue);
2. The acoustic barrier must contain no gaps along the surface area, and be
constructed from the floor of the sports area to a height of 3 metres (to prevent
the transmission of noise below the barrier);
None of the Architectural plans, elevations or perspectives show this barrier. For example:
North Elevation as shown in latest Architectural plans A02 (view from Bancroft Ave)
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North Elevation with 3 metre solid acoustic barrier superimposed

The Heritage Impact Statement by GBH Heritage makes no mention of the Acoustic Barrier and
stresses the visual benefits of the 'transparent mesh' forming the tennis court fence:
Statement of Heritage Impact - GBH Heritage. Page 34 Paragraph 6.3
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The proposed SWELL Centre is predominantly located on the site of the c.2001 tennis courts. The
transparent mesh of the three proposed tennis courts will be the primary form on Bancroft Avenue,
which is in keeping with the College’s current presentation to this part of the street.
Statement of Heritage Impact - GBH Heritage. Page 35

The SWELL Centre maintains a separation between the tennis courts and Rose Cottage (31). This
has been reduced by approximately 1.5m, however, the transparency of the tennis court mesh will
retain and protect views to and from Rose Cottage, further protecting its prominence on Bancroft
Avenue.
Image used in Heritage Impact Statement - Acoustic Barrier not shown

As several of the documents that are used to support the Roseville College's application are
inaccurate and misleading to anyone that viewed them it seems only just that the deleopment, in its
present form be rejected.
Yours sincerely
David Mulholland
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